


LIBRARY 

 USA: Democracy strenghthening

 England: Citizen Information.



APOCALIPTIC

 End of the printed book

 End of the traditional library

 Inequality increase



INTEGRATED

 Reading public

 Real time information

 Scientific production

 International visibility

 Iberoamerican Elite.



EXCLUDED

 Space of violence, insecurity and

marginality

 Functional illiteracy 

 Idleness and violence 

 Poor informational and educational 

infrastructure.

 Distancing from the citizenship process.



 In public policies the poor offer

comes up to the poor person, as it is

remarkable the conditions of the

public school and library: a smaller

school, a smaller public library to the

majority of the poorer population. A

marginal type of inclusion is made:

people are placed in the system, but

at it’s margin, in a lower position.



Aging society.

Colective impact

Connected learning.

Data everywhere

Drones, robots.

ALA.



THE INFORMATIONAL INCLUSION.

1. Information and aducation

professionals are not prepared for this

challenge, what increases social

inequalities.

2. When excesses are insisted upon, in

dealing with people who are markedly

different, in the same process, they

end up becoming more unequal.



Acesso à 

Informação

Governo aberto
Dados abertos

Cidadão

QUALITY PUBLIC LIBRARY

 The biggest challenge is including

people in the Society of Information in

a proper way, as subjects capable of

taking adequate decisions, of

conducting their own fate, of facing

challenges with autonomy and

authorship.



 Industrial Society

 Society of Information

 Society of Knowledge.

 POST-TRUTH.  

INCLUSION AND SOCIAL REALITY



 They are search resources.

 Can act as a filter in the information validation

process

 Allow the sharing of information

 Influence the community.

 Promote the socialization of the information.

Bradley (2011)

SOCIAL NETWORK





 Editorial Industry

 Information/knowledge transfer (Vila Planalto).

PUBLIC LIBRARIE: 

INDICATORS



 Formation of the reading public (citizenship)

 Informational e productive inclusion

 Strengthening of the teaching-learning process.

 Generation of jobs and income.

PUBLIC LIBRARY: 

SOCIAL RESPONSABILITY



 Purchasing power

 Knowledge level

READING PUBLIC: 

INDICATORS



 Dependent users

 Critic users

 Information maker

 Precarious inclusion 

USERS



 Budget unit

 Lack of licensed professionals

 Scholarization of thge public library

 Donation and its impact in the collection 
formation

 Reflect Culture: Copy and not authorship
 Quantitative metodology.

LATINAMERICAN LIBRARIES



 Inclusion in the society of information. (Masuda)

 Formation of Social Networks

 Transfer of  information/knowledge.

 Indicators: Number of  de investigators, scientific 
production and patents.

 Battle against violence (Colombia)

LIBRARY :

STRENGTHS



“The ghetto reader is psychologicaly crippled. His biggest

desire is survival. Only two itens are important: reading, to

get drunk, and to stop thinking, or on the contrary, reading to

meditate, taking interest on similar fates, making analogies

and drawing conclusions. Frequently the reader enjoys to

use the book as a mirror, in which he sees reflected his own

situation and the conditions around. Analogies: I observed

that a hungry person reads voraciously about hunger, whilst

a fed person can’t stand that kind of subject. Here, in the

ghetto conditions, in a certain extract of socially mature

intellectuality, the reading of Tolstoi, specially his monumental

work: War and Peace, occupies first place in the

preferences..(BATTLES – 2003, own translation).j

MARGINALIZED READER.



 The society of information can be understood
as the one in which the information regime
characterizes and conditions all the other
social, economic and culture regimes.

(González de Gómez)

INFORMATION POLITIC



 A information politic takes in consideration that

not only the excluded suffer with the exclusion,

but also the socially included.



 A information politic indicates a set od

principles that define what would be desirable

to a country as guidance of the generation

modes, uses and absorption of information,

throught different promotion procedures,

regulation coordenation and articulation,

interacting with the politics resulting conditions,

practices and information production context

and the socially established forms of it’s

appropriation.

INFORMATION POLITIC



The library politics favour the formation and

maintenance of citizenship, based in processes of

information mediation, informational competence

and social impact indicators.



 Hibrid Library

 Digital Repository.

 Information Mediation.

 Formation of the critic reader.

 How to convert data in information and

information in knowledge.

 Informational Competence

As bibliotecas  do século XXI



THE GOOD PRACTICES

-Each year 250,000 people find work in Europe thanks to the efforts of the
Public Library.

-Every 5 australian dollars spent in the Public Library network means a great
economy in Hospitals.

-Segmentation

-Rivas – Spain

-Productive Inclusion.



CITIZEN INFORMATION.

 Citizenship.

 Public space

 Public patrimony.

 Give voice to the non-public.



CITIZEN INFORMATION.

 The undocumented.

 The illeterate.

 The orality and narrative tecniques.

 The productive inclusion. 



 All great innovation, all great revolution, bring
in it’s bulge the question of exclusion. When
Gutemberg invented the press, automatically
created the illiterate and the unlettered. The
technological revolution, although the
unquestionable benefits, created digital
exclusion. In this context it’s up to the public
library to play its role of social responsability,
meaning enabling the access to the society of
information.



Emir José Suaiden

THANK YOU


